Abstract. This paper considers the mean-square consensus problem for a nonlinear complex dynamical network system with Markovian switching topologies, topology uncertainties and time-varying delays. For the system, each node is a Lure system whose nonlinearity satisfies a sector condition, and more than one interconnections are considered in view of the fact that the subsystems of networks may be multiple interconnected. By using the linear matrix inequality method and the partial stability theory, sufficient conditions of the exponentially mean-square consensus are obtained for the nonlinear complex dynamical network Lure system in the Markovian switching topologies. Moreover, a novel static output controller has been designed to make the system achieve exponentially mean-square consensus successfully. Finally, a numerical example is presented to illustrate the efficiency and applicability of the proposed methods.
Introduction
During the past decades, complex dynamical networks have attracted increasing attention from physicists, biologists, social scientists and control scientists [1] . And lots of attentions have been paid to consensus [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] of multi-agent systems due to its wide applications in many fields such as formation control, sensor networks, spacecraft alignment, and so on [2] . One important topic is mean-square consensus, which refers to steering a specific variable of agents to a common value in a exponentially mean-square way across the network [3] . In many applications, the dynamics of agent may be nonlinear rather than simple linear dynamics [4, 5] . With the rapid development of network and communication technology, multi-agent systems tend to be remotely controlled, which can bring many benefits such as low cost simple installation, maintenance, and high reliability. However, it inevitably induces a network delay during data transmission [6] . In practice, the communication link between the agents may only be available at random times due to link/node failure, signal losses, such as the marine oil pervasion monitoring systems [7] . In [8] , graphic conditions for consensus are discussed for time-invariant systems under Markovian switching topologies. The consensus of linear multi-agent systems with Markovian switching topologies is studied in [9] . Reference [10] investigates consensus of nonlinear multi-agent systems with Markovian switching topologies and time-varying delays. From the above investigation, the research about the mean-square consensus problem of a nonlinear complex dynamical Lure system has not been studied, as we have seen.
This paper is concerned the mean-square consensus problem of the nonlinear complex dynamical network Lure systems with state interconnections, controller interconnections, communication time-delays and Markovian switching topologies with part unknown transition rates. First, the partial stability theory is used to transform the mean-square consensus problem to the partial exponentially mean-square stability problem via an appropriate linear transformation. Then, the sufficient condition of the exponentially mean-square consensus is given by using the linear matrix inequality method and choosing the Lyapunov-Krasovskii function. Moreover, for the system, a static output controller is designed to make the system achieve exponentially mean-square consensus.
Problem Statement
Let G=(V,E,A) represent a weighted directed graph of order N, where V={v 1 ,v 2 
where N x (t) R i  (2) system (1) is global asymptotic stable.
With states couplings, time delays, topology uncertainties, the N nodes constitute a new network, . , and
The transition probabilities are defined as
where π qp is the transition rate from mode q to mode p. The element π qp of the transition matrix Π is partly unknown. (4), Markovian switching topologies, the network system can be described as
where   , , ..., 12
, and
For transforming the consensus of system (5) to partial stability, we choose the matrix T [9] .
, with
Considering the structure of matrix , 00
TT , then the following equalities hold.
With the Remark 2.2, we can have
where
The initial condition of state () Zt is supplemented as
(8) Definition 2.1. The dynamical network of system (3) is said to be mean-square consensus if the system (7) with the initial condition is exponentially mean-square stable, i.e., there exist constants
Definition 2.2 (Weak infinitesimal operator [10]). For a scalar function
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Remark 2.3. For the Markovian jump system, with the weak infinitesimal operator, the system is exponentially mean-square stable if it exists a Lyapunov-Krasovskii function , (t), (t))
, where    .
Consensus of the Dynamical Network Systems
Based on Markov jump topology, we set
So, system (7) can be rewritten as
Remark 3.1. If the system (10) for all of the qS  is exponentially mean-square stable, the system (7) is exponentially mean-square stable, so that the states of the system (3) can reach exponentially mean-square consensus. where
2, ( 1) 1
) (10) is exponentially mean-square stable, and the network systems (3) is exponentially mean-square consensus, with
Proof. For system (10), we select the following Lyapunov-Krasovskii function
where 
, and 12 , ,
Then using definition 2.2 , along with (10), we can get
Furthermore, taking the mathematical expectation on both sides of (15), we have
With the lemma 6 in [11] , and
, we can get
And with the Schur complement, we get that ˆq Clearly that if
, which means that the dynamical network system (10) 
Integrating both sides of (17) from 0 to 0 T  , and taking the expectation, we can get
Using the similar method in [12] , there exists a scalar 0  such that for 0 T  , we have
So from definition 2.1, the system (10) is exponentially mean-square stable. According to the remark 3.1, the multi-agent system (3) can reach exponentially mean-square consensus Let
for the conditions (17), and define
Pre-and post-multiplying both sides of (17) by
, respectively. Let Then the network systems (3) is exponentially mean-square consistent, then
. The proof of theorem 3.1 is completed.
Simulations
Consider the 2-dimensional dynamical network (2) with 4 nodes, and the parameters are . And states of the closed loop network system are shown in figure 3 , which shows that the nonlinear dynamical network system is exponentially mean-square consistent. 
Conclusion
This paper has studied the mean-square consensus problem for Lure complex dynamical network system with Markovian switching topologies. Multi-interconnection, time-varying delays and uncertain topologies are factored in. The consensus problem of multi-agent systems has been transformed into the stability problem. Based on the design of mode independent Lyapunov functions and the LMI approach, sufficient conditions of the exponentially mean-square consensus are obtained. Moreover, a novel static output controller is designed to make the system be exponentially meansquare consensus. Finally, a numerical example has shown the effectiveness of the proposed results.
